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Government Announces Carrot-and-Stick
Departure Policy
The
government
has
created
a
carrot-and-stick policy to solve the problem
of undocumented stayers.
On May 8, both the Ministry of Justice(MOJ)
and the Ministry of Labour(MOL) announced a
strong counter plan for migrant overstayers :
they will allow undocumented workers, as well
as E-9 visa holders to leave Korea voluntarily
within a certain time frame, but will then
practice the new policy and forcibly deport
those who have stayed.
The action is a desperate measure to
control the number of undocumented workers
because E-9 visas that were issued through
EPS in 2003 will expire at the end of August
this year.
The government policy on migrant workers
is as follows:

For Migrant Workers (Except ethnic
Koreans)
1. Voluntary Departure Policy
a) For legalized E-9 visa holders
* Migrant workers who voluntarily depart
Korea within the visa expiration date will be
the first to be included in the job-wanted
list through EPS. And if an employer wants
to hire the voluntarily departed workers, they
can re-enter and work after 6 months.
If a current employer wants to hire
him/her, the worker can be employed
again. However, this only applies to those
workers
from
nations
that
have
MOU(Memorandum Of Understanding) with
Korea through EPS, which are Thailand,

Country

Currency

Rate

Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam,
Mongolia, Sri Lanka, and China (China is
planned). Migrant workers who are from
nations without MOU are practically unable
to get this benefit to enter to Korea again
through EPS.
* Re-entry limitation period is shortened
from one year to six months.
* Employers who encourage and have
employees depart Korea voluntarily can hire as
many as he/she sends.
b) Undocumented Migrant Workers
* Undocumented workers who depart Korea
voluntarily will be exempted from any fines
and the prohibition period for re-entry will be
shortened from five years to one year.
* Employers who encourage and have
undocumented employees depart Korea can
hire as many as he/she sends. It is possible
that employers might report undocumented
workers to immigration office in this case.
� Migrant workers with E-9 visa who want
to depart Korea voluntarily should report to the
regional Employment Security Centre for their
voluntary
departure
and
have
a
recommendation letter for future employment
issued. Their exit will be confirmed when they
depart at the airport or port. (The letter will be
invalid without the exit confirmation).
Migrant workers who leave Korea can show
the departure recommendation letter at the
labour-supply office and register for
re-employment through EPS. They can
re-enter Korea after the extension period,
which is six months as soon as employer
(current or new) chooses them.
For any migrant worker wanting to
voluntarily leave Korea and be re-employed
the process is:
(1) Apply for the departure recommendation
letter which confirms re-employment (Only
migrant workers who leave voluntarily)
(2) Get the departure recommendation
letter issued (ESC under the MOL)
(3) Get the exit confirmed (MOJ)
(4) Register for re-employment at the
domestic labour office in home countries
(5) Re-enter Korea six months later
2. Policy on Undocumented Workers
a) The organization of the joint crackdown
team and its enforcement will continue to
control and supervise undocumented workers
who do not leave Korea voluntarily. There will
be 26 nation wide joint crackdown teams

Thai workers who got poisoned by
N-hexane met their family after arriving in
Korea supported by Ansan Migrant Shelter
onMarch 17.

b) Investigation for undocumented workers
conducted by the MOL and Small and Medium
Business Administration(SMBA) : the above
two organizations will enforce investigation of
undocumented workers and report them to the
joint crackdown teams.
c) Opening of a 24-hour hot line for
reporting undocumented migrant workers.
d) Employers who hire undocumented
workers will have criminal charges brought
against them and be fined a minimum two
million won, which was previously one million
won.
e) A full search team will be organised to
seek out illegal brokers.

For Ethnic Koreans
Korean-Chinese and ethnic Koreans from
the former Soviet Union and other Koreans
with foreign nationalities are comparatively
privileged.
1. Policy for voluntary departure
a) Re-entry warranty for legal workers who
leave Korea voluntarily : legal stayers will have
a confirmation letter for departure issued at
the airport or port and can re-enter Korea
within six months from March 21 this year.
▶Continued to page 3
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Voice of FWR

Unresolved
Unresolved Government's
Government's Policy
Policy on
on Migrant
Migrant Workers
Workers
By Kim Min-jung, Secretary General of FWR
The Ministry of Labor(MOL) and the Ministry of Justice(MOJ)
announced a joint statement on 'Countermeasure for Decreasing
Undocumented Migrant Workers' on March 8, 2005.
The main point of the statement was that the government will
lead legalized E-9 visa holders to depart voluntarily and also will
continue to crackdown strongly against undocumented workers who
don't leave Korea before their visas expire.
In detailed plan, MOJ and the National Police Agency(NPA) have
formed a joint control team, opening a 24-hour telephone line to
receive reports on undocumented migrant workers. In addition,
MOL and the Small and Medium Business Administration(SMBA)
investigate undocumented workers and report to the joint control
team and the Immigration office. Furthermore, employers who hire
undocumented stayers will be punished more strongly than before.
However, I feel that the recent government policy is not the
fundamental countermeasure for migrant workers and the Korean
society. Despite the government's announcement that legalized E-9
visa holders can re-enter Korea after 6 months through EPS if
they leave Korea within their valid visa period, there are only seven
countries which have the Memorandum of Understanding(MOU)
Contract with the Korean government. Migrant workers from other
countries will be not given any benefits or opportunities.
Besides, the government policy only urges voluntary departure
for 186 thousand undocumented migrant workers, so I think they
would not go back to their home country voluntarily according to
the government policy. If so, the number of undocumented stayers
will increase from a minimum 200 thousand to a maximum 250

thousand after the end of August when legalized E-9 visa holders'
visas expire.
Regardless, the government has blustered to strengthen control
and deportation against undocumented workers. Strengthening of
control and deportation is the same as human rights infringement
by government power.
So far, how many human rights infringement cases have
happened during the forced crackdown and inside the Immigration
Probation Center!
Meantime, the government plans to adopt new migrant workers,
a minimum of 70 thousand persons, by EPS and TS this year.
The human rights groups' demand is still brushed aside that new
workers should be adopted according to the shortage vacancy
after legalization of undocumented workers in Korea first.
In spite of system change and years going by, the Korean
migrant policy especially on undocumented workers is not escaping
from narrow view as before. Undocumented workers issue in Korea
is not only the migrant workers' responsibility, but the result of
intolerant and insular system.
Therefore, the key for solving the problems is to give legal labor
rights to undocumented migrant workers and to grant them
resident rights in view of their contribution to Korean society. Also,
for new migrant workers not to become undocumented, the
government should abolish limitation of company change,
reconsider 3-year short-term working policy, and prevent human
rights violation in the workplace.

Day breaking

Visit
Visit our
our office,
office, Yangsan
Yangsan Foreign
Foreign Worker's
Worker's House
House
The Yangsan Foreign Worker's House is located at a corner of
Yangsan Sport Stadium which faces a green grass ground. It has
been nine years since its establishment.
The House sohares difficulties of migrant workers who work at
neighboring areas such as Yangsan, Gimhae (particularly near
Yangsan) and Eonyang city. It deals with payment delay, insult,
foreign investment, medical problem, migrant female issues and
internationally married couple's problem. Other than these, they
open Hangul class, Free medical examination and Taekwondo
class which are very valuable education programs to migrant
workers. They hold athletic meetings, experience Korean event
yearly and spread public business with citizens of Yangsan.
One of the special programs they regularly hold is 'Shoulder to
Shoulder with Asian Friends' for Children's Day to help them set
correct recognition of migrant workers and multi-cultural
understanding. Another is 'Human Rights Lecture' course for
neighborhood citizens to raise interest and consideration for
migrant workers so that we can develop a more matured society.
The House looks for ways to solve migrant worker's problems
not only by them but also locals and try to build deep friendship
and trust among them.
The House is run by officials in charge, volunteers, directors,
supporters, and migrant workers. Three regular workers organize
those businesses and work as administrative director, assistant
administrative manager and consulting head. For volunteers, the
age group varies from Yangsan locals to college students of
Busan University of Foreign Studies. Most are equipped with
certain language level and they are very much in healthy

relationship. Directors
and supporters give
valuable opinion to the
direction of activities
and goals and as well
as
financial
aid.
Migrant worker groups
are mostly from eight
countries and they are
from
Indonesia,
Sri
Lanka, China, etc. A
very unique feature of
migrant
workers
in
Yangsan is that they are
so naive. Most of them
have spent so short a
time staying in Korea
and not aware of
conditions of the Korean
society. This pure nature
leads
a
good
atmosphere among migrant workers.
Many people who actually visit the House say that they feel so
good about the family-like mood. We are all ready to share warm
compassion with people. Everyone will be greeted by a warm
welcome, either people interested in migrant workers or migrant
workers themselves. We open the door widely to anyone as if we
are his family.
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National
National Pension
Pension for
for Migrant
Migrant Workers
Workers
By Shin Yun-su, Staff Reporter

stated above.
He or she must pay the National Pension but when he or she
1. What is National Pension?
goes back home after three years, he or she can not get the
It is part of social security system, a kind of social insurance money back.
that is compulsory. It is a system that gives certain amount of
Why do migrant workers have to pay for the National Pension
money each year to people who can't make a living and their
family. It is consisted of Old-age Pension, Disability Pension, even in Case 4?
It is because of the principle of reciprocity between countries.
Survivor Pension and Lump-sum Refund. To meet the expenses of
the National Pension program, employee and employer should What is this principle? When Korean people move to another
country and pay the pension, they can not get it back, either. So,
divide their total annual income by 12 and pay 1.5% of it.
people from that country will suffer the same. Each country should
2. Why would migrant workers pay for National Pension in be treated equally even though the exchange rate difference is
high, National Pension is a kind of social security program, and
Korea?
Case 1 When Korea and migrant worker's country have signed Social security program was meant to be for people's welfare.
the Social Security Agreement.
There are 3 countries in this case : Germany, USA, Canada
3. Statistics and how people are trying to make the National
According to Social Security Agreement, money a person pays Pension better.
under the legislation of Korea is calculated in their homeland. If
Until the end of June, 2004, the total amount that people who
the person wants, he or she can get lump sum return.
belong to Case 4 couldn't receive after paying for it was
Case 22. When Korea and the migrant worker's country has not 31,570,000,000 won.
signed the Social Security Agreement but the worker is eligible for
On December 31, 2004, a few people in the congress proposed
a lump-sum refund.
a resolution that asks for immediate signing of the Social Security
1) People that should pay for the National Pension for at least Agreement with countries that a lot of migrant workers come from.
one year are those from Grenada, Nigeria, Barbados, Saint Vincent It is on discussion at the Unification, Foreign Affairs and Trade
and Grenadines, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Congo, Thailand and Togo. Committee in the National Assembly. However, as we can see
2) People that should pay for at least two years are people from from the fact that the name of the resolution that was originally
Venezuela.
"The amendment to National Pension Act" changed to "The
3) People who can get the lump-sum regardless of how long Resolution to Sign the Social Security Agreement," the situation
they pay are those from Ghana, Malaysia, Bermuda, Sudan, Sri doesn't seem to get better. It is also a weak point that the
Lanka, Switzerland, El Salvador, Jordan, India, Indonesia, congressman who proposed it was from the Health and Welfare
Kazakhstan, Kenya, Trinidad and Tobago, HongKong, Turkey and Committee instead of the Unification, Foreign Affairs and Trade
Colombia
committee. But as stated above, because of the principle of
Case 33. When the migrant worker doesn't need to pay for the reciprocity, the congressman had to give up because they had to
National Pension
think about their own people, Koreans. Even if the resolution
These countries include Myanmar, Bangladesh, Vietnam, passes, it will only be a mild pressure on the government. Then,
Uzbekistan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Russia, Lithuania, Nigeria and the isn't there any way to improve this situation? A person from a
Republic of South Africa.
congressman's office says if citizens have their say together with
Case 44. When the migrant worker is from a country that is not the passing of the resolution, there might be a chance. AW N

▶From page 1
b) Undocumented ethnic Koreans who leave Korea voluntarily will also
get a confirmation letter issued at the airport or port, with re-entry
being permitted one year later.

Plan for Adopting Migrant Workforces in 2005

1. Industrial Trainee System
a) Plan to provide 260,000 employees (manufacturing Industry 20,000;
construction 5,000; coast fishery 1,000)
Return Program for Overseas Return Program for Migrant
b) Selection from 12 supply countries (China 4,810; the Philippines
Koreans
Workers
3,800; Indonesia 3,780; Thailand 1,480; Vietnam 3,105; Pakistan 1,850;
Re-entrance Guarantee
Recommendation for
Sri Lanka 1,650; Uzbekistan 1,480; Cambodia 950; Mongolia 860; East
Effect
(Confirmation Letter of
registration on job-wanted
Timor 200; Kyrgyzstan 60)
Departure)
(Issued by MOL)
c) If a nation has more than 20% of employees running away from the
Job
Jobs on Permitted List
Manufacturer
workplace, the supply agreement will be terminated.
d) Industrial trainees will be selected on results from a Korean Language
Effect Re-entrance Guarantee
(Confirmation Letter of Departure) Recommendation for registration Test to be conducted from 2006.
on job-wanted (Issued by MOL) Jobs on Permitted List
2. Employment Permit System (EPS)
Manufacturer
a) Additional influx of Labour : 18,000 persons
Since the government announced the new policy on migrant labour,
<Others>
overseas Koreans have reacted positively to it. However, migrant workers
1) The principle that an employer should choose between EPS
have doubts about it because the new policy doesn't give them a 100%
(Employment Permit System) and TS (Industrial Trainee System) will
guarantee of re-employment. To take a priority registration on the
be abolished (planned).
job-wanted list does not confirm that they can re-enter Korea and be
2) The number of migrant workers an employer can hire should be re-employed. In addition, it seems unfair that E-9 visa holders who have
relaxed up to 5 persons in a 10-person business. And the regulation already left Korea before their visas expired are being excluded from the
saying the number of migrant workers should not exceed 50% of local benefits of this new policy. Also, migrant workers who come from
employees will be discontinued.
non-MOU agreement countries may not expect to re-enter Korea, so they
3) The period of searching for Korean labourers will be shortened by can hardly depart Korea voluntarily.
seven days. In the case of an employer advertising job vacancies in
Therefore, migrant support groups assert that this new government
the press, the available period to hire Koreans will be reduced by 3 policy won't succeed until they solve all undocumented workers' problems
days.
in advance. AW N
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First
First Judgment
Judgment Ordering
Ordering the
the Govt.
Govt. to
to Compensate
Compensate UMWs
UMWs
for
for Human
Human Rights
Rights Infringement
Infringement
Judge Hong Seong-gu, of the Seoul District Public Prosecutor’s
Office, in civil case No. 26, was in favor of the plaintiff in part,
ordering the Korean government to pay two million Won on March
13.
The plaintiff, Ogubona, a Nigerian, was detained in Hwaseong
Immigration Probation Center. He filed a complaint to the court,
claiming that his human rights were infringed upon and the Korean
government was responsible for this occurring.
Hwaseong Immigration Probation Center is where undocumented
migrant workers were accommodated until they were deported. The
court concluded that human rights should be restricted only
according to law or enforcement ordinance entrusted by law.
The center shackled Ogubona’s hands and imprisoned him in a
solitary cell according to the Act for Foreigner’s Protection ignoring
the higher Immigration Law. Therefore, the center clearly infringed
on his human rights. Furthermore, he had been videotaped
arbitrarily.
On the foregoing reasons, the Korean government is responsible

for compensating Ogubona. He
was detained in the center after he
got a deportation order after he was
assaulted in 2002. He sprayed water
over and throw trash cans at center
officials when they videotaped the
detainees. As a result, he was
confined in a solitary cell for three days and detained in the
center for a further five months since then.
Relating to this judgment, the Ministry of Justice suggested that
there was no problem because the National Assembly had recently
passed an Immigration Law amendment, which appended
provisions about solitary cell confinement and using handcuffs and
ropes against detained workers.
On the other hand, attorney Yeo Yong-hak of the Hankyul law
firm acting on behalf of Ogubona said, “We are considering filing
a complaint of voiding the amendment and the appeal as well”.
<Hankyoreh, March 13, 2005>

Actual
Actual Condition
Condition of
of Deportation,
Deportation, Racially
Racially Discriminating
Discriminating
It has been revealed that undocumented migrant workers in
Korea have been differently treated according to their nationality.
Migrant Support Organizatons(MSOs) revealed several acts of
discrimination accordingly. These MSOs strongly criticized the
Korean government, saying that this discrimination committed by
government is based on social levels, races and nationals.
Workers from developing countries
Yenga, who is 35 years old and from Myanmar, has worked for
a company in Hawseong, Gyeonggi, since 2000. He lost sight in
his left eye because of a cataract. He had surgery three times
from 2002 to 2004. And while he was waiting for the last
operation, he was caught and sent to the Immigration Probation
Center last October because of his expired visa. Bucheon Migrant
Worker’s House delivered a letter stating the doctor’s opinion, an
appeal to the MOJ, and tried to meet the officials concerned,
hoping to get a temporary grace period so Yenga could have the
last operation. Nothing happened.
Choi Hyun-ja, executive officer of the House, said that the
authority concerned said Yenga could have the operation, but on
the condition that a 10 million Won deposit be made. It was
absurd. It has never taken care of Yenga except prior to
deportation. Yenga was deported without having the last operation
last December.

Regardless
of
exact
identification
and
whereabouts,
undocumented migrant workers from developing countries were to
be detained or deported immediately, unlike workers from America
or Japan, most of who were recommend for departure.
Algo, a 33-year-old Bangladeshi petitioned his local Labor
Office to pay back his delayed payments. However, he was
confined in a Immigration Probation Center when it turned out that
his visa had expired. He was deported last month.
Counselor Park Seon-hee of Seoul Migrant Workers’ Center said
that many migrant workers could not leave Korea because of
unsolved delayed payments and we should provide a proper
system for them to be paid before enforcing their deportation.
Documented workers
Institutions related to migrant workers disclosed that
undocumented white workers were even recommended to depart
from Korea, but documented coloured workers were often cracked
down on or had their human rights infringed upon.
While being investigated, Jagol, a 30 year old from Pakistan,
was sent to the Processing Center for not being in possession of
his work visa. Even though he was a documented worker, the
local immigration office requested his employer to submit various
documents, like a wage description. He was confined for eight
days before acquittal.
<Kyunghyang Shinmun, Feb 23, 2005>

Stop
Stop the
the Crackdown
Crackdown of
of MWs
MWs in
in Malaysia!
Malaysia!
The massive crackdown of migrant workers in Malaysia has
outraged the international community has prompted civil society to
condemn the massive violation of migrant workers from Indonesia
and the Philippines. This is statement of the Migrant Forum in
Asia(MFA) is an appeal to the international community to condemn
the human rights violations against migrant workers in Malaysia.
On July 2004, Malaysian Home Minister Azmi Khalid announced
plans to expel more than one million ‘illegal immigrants’ by the
end of 2005, many of whom are undocumented migrant workers.
In August, Deputy Prime Minister Najib Razak stated that the
government would seek to prosecute all arrested undocumented
migrants under the Immigration Act prior to deportation. Those
convicted under the Act are liable to imprisonment and caning
(Amnesty International, 2004).
The government intends to deploy the People's Volunteer Corps,
an organization of uniformed part-time volunteers with some

policing powers, to assist the regular police and immigration
officials in the planned mass arrest and detention operations.
Preparations are also underway to introduce biometric identification
cards to enhance the long-term regulation of the entry and exit of
migrant workers. Although the Malaysian government announced
an ‘amnesty period’ during which ‘illegal immigrants’ could return
to their home country without facing penalty between 29 October
and 14 November 2004, Home Minister Azmi Khalid confirmed in
October that “a large-scale deportation exercise would begin in
January” (Amenesty International, 2004).
The number of illegal immigrants who have left the country
since Oct 29 is 382,082, of which 334,792 are Indonesians. The
Home Ministry has mobilised 560,000 men, comprising Rela,
Rukun Tetangga and Immigration personnel, for the crackdown
which came three months after the original amnesty offer was
made. (The Star Online, 2005) ▶continued to page 6
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Dangerous
Dangerous Still
Still Exists
Exists Around
Around Us
Us
1. A recurrence of injuries from thirty years ago
We have seen a series of events where a group of workers have
become ill from occupational diseases. The exact illnesses are far
too numerous to name one by one: pneumoconiosis in the 1950s;
a worker’s death from mercury poisoning in 1988; CS2 poisoning
of Weonjin textile company workers; infertility of female LG
electronics workers from 2-bromopropane poisoning; collective
protest during medical treatment of Daewoo Shipbuilding and
Marine Engineering workers in 2002.
Recently, the controversial issue of eight Thai workers suffering
from crippling illness after being exposed to the toxic chemical,
N-hexane has become apparent. The illness is not a familiar one,
but in many advanced countries they have been aware of it since
the 1930’s.
In Korea, the illness was first recognised in 1974, when workers
for shoe factories were diagnosed with it. Since then, public health
and sanitation organisations have been acting to ensure that
employers do not fail to take adequate preventive measures and
provide regular medical check-ups to protect against this
occupational disease. However, since the first cases 30 years ago,
common sense among employers has not prevailed.

2. No improvement in reducing industrial accidents
The number of industrial accidents occurring each year has
shown no sign of deceasing. Government statistics show the total
number of industrial accidents had been on a slight downturn, but
began to increase again since 1998. The death rate from industrial
accidents has also lowered since 1994, but the death toll in that
time stands at around 3,000.
At the same time, there has been no change in accident-prone
areas. Even with a positive shift in work environments, occupational
diseases are taking a larger share among total industrial
accidents/illnesses than before. But over 90 percent of these total
occur as accidents.
What is worse, falling and many other conventional accidents
account for 70 percent of the total. The reasons are poor
preventive measures by owners and tougher work environments in
the form of lay-offs, work overload, etc.

Shifting, not eliminating high-risk work is being done worldwide
with everything becoming globalised. It is called ‘Export of Hazard’.
When industry structural reform occurs, hazardous and harmful
industries were at the top of the list for consideration.
A case in point is that the U.S. poured its money for hazardous
industries into the Philippines and Colombia, amounting to 41
percent and 22 percent respectively. Sweden and many other
northern European counties are guilty of the same. They transferred
those industries to third world countries, and migrant workers have
been doing the high-risk work. This is why northern European
countries have low industrial accident rates.
In Korea, Weonjin Textile Company experienced the worldwide
transfer of industrial illness. The company imported machines that
were the culprits of CS2 poisoning in the U.S. and Japan, causing
catastrophic results where an estimated 600 workers suffered from
occupational diseases and the company went bankrupt. However,
the machines were later exported to Dandung, China.

5. Beneficiaries and victims

For enterprises, complaints from workers and strict government
rules mean a rise in cost. Naturally, they move high-risk work and
harmful industries out of their own counties, minimizing the loss of
profit. Also, they easily make inroads into other countries under the
guise of globalisation.
As for workers, the situation is catastrophic. Unorganised,
irregular, migrant and third world nation workers face a severe and
dangerous situation without guaranteed basic labour rights.
3. Industrial dangers still exist
Employees who do not work high-risk jobs meet employment
instability and harder working conditions, facing WMSD and even
Surely we can find some changes in labour safety: an death from overwork.
advancement in personal protection equipment, including work
clothes, hard hats and gloves; an improvement in ventilation and 6. What is the solution?
processing; and reinforcement of self-monitoring systems for
industrial safety and safety education.
There are over 30,000 organic solvents. Many of the threats
But the changes alone cannot lead to safer work environments. encompassing various chemicals and physically and biologically
It just shifts to other workers who cannot enjoy those preventive harmful elements jeopardize workers’ health. Furthermore, a wave
moves. Outsourced, part-time and migrant workers now do of restructuring moves, chronic stress, job instability and tougher
dangerous work. This occurs all over the world, not only in Korea. workloads have devastated the lives of many workers. The EPS,
Even so, regular employees working in relatively safe placing more burdens on workers, stems from neo-liberalism,
environments in large companies are not free from work place which exploits low-cost and powerless workers.
dangers. They face the threat of job instability and harder and
The current working condition is that every worker is exposed to
longer working hours. Any safety equipment cannot ensure the the dangers. Thus, in this time we must achieve for compensation
safety of workers, only inviting an increase in deaths and infections for victims, punishment of owners, stricter rules for the use of
from stress-related diseases such as cardiovascular disease and N-hexane and advancement in overseeing working conditions for
work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSD). The dangers are migrant workers. We cordially ask for these practical measures to
just shifted from one place to another.
take place to greatly reduce the catastrophe. AW N

4. Globalisation, triggering the export of the dangers

This article from the Korea Institute of Labour Safety and Health
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International
International Women's
Women's Day
Day 2005
2005
Former Filipina World
War II sex slave, Virginia
Manalastas (L) and other
women protest outside the
Japanese
embassy
in
Manila
to
mark
the
international women's day.
Manalastas, 81, is among
the 100 Filipino women in
their northern town of
Candaba that were rounded
up by Japanese soldiers in
November 1944 and were
turned into sex slaves.
Manalastas and others are
demanding reparations and
formal apology from the
Japanese government.(AFP)

By Cassandra Beardsley
SEA Correspondent
Traditionally, life as a woman has been hard. And in many
respects, despite what women’s liberation has done, it often feels
like we haven’t made all that much headway.
As a ‘western’ woman, my life has been an incredibly fortunate
one. I’ve had a free university education, easy access to quality
health care, married for love and on equal terms with my husband,
been able to express my opinion freely and openly, and applied for
jobs knowing my application will be judged on my qualifications
and experience, not my gender.
However, there are still many stigmas we ‘western’ women have
that I find difficult to deal with. If we cry, we’re too emotional. If
we show no emotion, we’re hard-nosed bitches. If we dress too
provocatively, we’re sluts. If we enjoy our food and carry a few
extra kilograms, we’re fat. If we go on a diet and lose weight,
we’re in danger of having an eating disorder. If we choose to have
a career and not children, we’re selfish. If we choose to have
children early and be a ‘stay at home mum’, we’re wasting our
lives. The list goes on and on.
Having lived in ‘westernised’ Singapore for the last 14 months,
I’ve personally encountered a barrage of attacks on my identity as
a woman, and indeed my self-esteem. These have come in the
form of being judged on my appearance. Since being here, I’ve
been told that my naturally curly hair would benefit from being
chemically straightened, I really should invest in a whitening
program for my olive skin, and asked if I had thought about
enrolling in a weight loss clinic for my petit, yet womanly, body.
Now, as an intelligent woman, I know that being judged on
one’s looks is a shallow view by those doing so. I know that the
waif like, straight haired, flawless, white skinned version of what’s
beautiful in Singapore, is in the eyes of the beholder. And I know
that if women all matched their society’s version of beautiful, it
would be a truly boring world indeed. However, I also know that
wherever one goes in this world, women like to take care of their
appearances and do like to be thought of as attractive, if not
beautiful. And there’s absolutely nothing wrong with taking pride in
one’s appearance and wanting the world’s first impression of
oneself to be a positive one. However, once we’ve created a
positive first impression, we like to think others will then take our
‘human’ aspects into consideration – our intelligence, strength of
character and outlook on life.
That’s why, in celebration of International Women’s Day earlier
this month, it was refreshing to attend a forum here in Singapore,
of which the topic was, ‘Living Your Dreams’. An event organised
by si women, “to acknowledge and celebrate all things feminine

and creative, … (in) a relaxed and colourful evening of song, art,
music, food and friendship”.
After listening to poetry and songs written by Indian Nobel Prize
for Literature laureate Tagore, who obviously loved and admired
women for all aspects of their being, four women of different ages
and life experiences all spoke on how dreams are, “free, essential,
fragile and can come true, but aren’t enough on their own”.
From the woman who was never quite sure what she did want to
do with her life, but always knew what she didn’t want to do; to
the woman who gave up life as a corporate high flier to open an
orphanage in Thailand and become a Reiki teacher, all four of
these beautiful, intelligent, inspired women made it clear that we
can’t live our dreams without a willingness to put in the hard work
to achieve them. What they also made apparent was that if we are
to achieve our dreams, we have to take responsibility for and make
changes within ourselves, because how we act and react with
others has a direct effect on how others act and react with us.
If we take on the role of victim, we’ll be treated as a victim. If
we’re angry and treat others with contempt, we’ll be treated and
reacted to negatively. However, if we act with integrity, have
compassion for others, are enthusiastic about life, and stand up
for what we believe in, we will attract the same treatment and traits
from others. And when we let others know about our dreams, it’s
surprising how many people come forward and offer to help you to
achieve them. This applies to all of us here on this earth, not just
to those of us of the female gender.
International Women’s Day 2005 was a positive experience for
me this year because it wasn’t about men being the enemy or
attaining power to be equal to, if not better than, men, as I’ve
experienced at previous International Women’s Day forums. It was
inspiring to be in the company of enthusiastic, creative women,
and men, who are interested in the betterment of humanity through
self empowerment, self expression and self development; all
wanting to live the best life they can. And while all the women
present had taken pride in their appearance, we were all able to
interact without feeling we were being judged on how we looked.
AW N

▶From page 4
The Malaysian Government has moved to the so called "soft
approach" of persuading illegal migrant workers to go home. The
soft approach is the last of the series of amnesty given to illegal
migrant workers since the start of the crackdown in July 2004.
The first amnesty or extension was given to accommodate the
Eid-il-fitr Islamic holiday in mid November. The second amnesty
was given in December to give way to the victims of the tsunami
disaster. The "soft approach" according to Malaysian Home
Minister Datuk Azmi Khalid will "politely" persuade illegal migrants
to return to their home country.
The massive crackdown despite the Government's "soft
approach" violates the rights of migrant workers and fails to
comply to the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights in which Singapore is a signatory.
We appeal to the international community to act on the
following:
- Urge the Malaysian Government to stop the crackdown and
massive deportation of illegal migrant workers;
- Pressure the Malaysian Government to treat all migrant
workers with respect and allow them due process for the
protection of the rights and civil liberties;
- Urge the Malaysian Government to prosecute the perpetrators
of rape of undocumented women migrant workers and
- Lobby among receiving countries to ratify the United Nations
Convention on the Protection of the Rights of Migrant Workers and
Members of their Families.

MARCH 27, 2005
Injuries from Industrial Accident
Exceeds 4,000
The Korea Labor Welfare Corporation reported that in 2004,
4,239 migrant workers were compensated for injuries caused by
industrial accidents.
It is the first time the number has exceeded 4,000 and total
compensation amounted to 590 hundred million Won.
In 2003, 3,790 workers were injured and 493 hundred million
Won was paid in compensation. There was a 12 percent increase
in the number of claims in 2004 and a 20 percent increase in the
amount of compensation paid out.
According to nation, 2,117 Chinese, 266 Indonesians, and 250
Vietnamese made the most claims. Among the injured,
undocumented workers numbered 2,050, accounting for 48.4
percent of the total.
KLWC held a meeting related to industrial accident
compensation, inviting labour managers and members of 10
foreign diplomatic and consular offices in Korea, including China,
the Philippines, Vietnam, and Thailand.
<Naeil Shinmun, Feb.15, 2005>

Govt.
Govt. Assists
Assists With
With Medical
Medical Services
Services
for MWs and the Homeless
The government is assisting with medical examination fees for
migrant workers and the homeless who were excluded from
medical services.
The Ministry of Health &Welfare announced that it would
implement free medical services in April for migrant workers and
homeless people who did not have National Health Insurance
(NHI), pouring in 46 hundred million Won.
For the homeless, National Medical Institutes (NMI) and the Red
Cross Hospital will provide the medical service. Migrant workers
who do not have NHI will also benefit from this medical service.
Further information about specific conditions of beneficiaries and
medical examinations, possible treatment, and others will be
announced after discussion with the institutions concerned.
Until now, NMI and the Red Cross Hospital have administered
first-aid treatment to those who were in critical situation after
requests from civil organizations helping migrant workers and the
homeless. It is the first time the government has assisted them in
the national budget.
A Ministry official said, “This year we will assist this medical
service with lottery funds and examine the progress carefully. We
will increase assistance for those who are excluded from medical
services accordingly.
<Kookminilbo, Feb.15, 2005>

company in Sungseo Industrial Complex for four years, but
remitted most of his wages to his family in Bangladesh. He could
not even think of saving money.
Fortunately, Abdul’s employer, Kim Myong-sun, guaranteed he
would pay for the treatment fees and paid two million Won, but it
not enough to pay for total of hospital fee which is more than 13
million Won.
Everyday a professional caregiver takes care of Abdul. Before he
came to Korea, he was a university student majoring in fashion
design. He had to drop out of university because he could not
afford to pay his tuition fees. Dreaming of studying once more, he
has worked very hard in Korea.
To assist Abdul please contact Sungseo Migrant Workers’
Centre: (053) 585-6206.
<Hankyere, March 04, 2005>
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in Interest
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who Delay
Delay Payment
Payment
As from July, employers who delay wages will pay up to 40%
interest. The Ministry of Labor announced that according to the
passage on enactment of salary delay, ‘that imposed delayed
interest on employers who delayed wages would have the law
enforced on them as from July’.
Therefore, in the case of an employee’s death or overdue
payment, 40% per annum in interest should be paid according to
a Presidential decree. A concrete interest rate has yet to be
decided through discussion between labor and management and
precedents from home and abroad, but it seemed to be higher
than the open market interest rate.
Furthermore, court costs will be supported to those who earn
below the average wage and file a lawsuit for their overdue
payment.
As with the current circumstances, employers who delayed
wages will be imprisoned for up to three years or fined up to 20
million Won. However, if employees do not want to punish
employers, it is impossible to prosecute them.
This change was made to make payments more effective. When
employers became criminals because of overdue payments, it
became much more difficult to pay overdue wages than before.
Nevertheless, the Ministry stressed that it would strictly punish
those who delayed payments intentionally and habitually in
cooperation with the prosecution.
<CBS, March 07, 2005>

Daegu Hit and Run Car Accident
A hit and run accident occurred in the early morning of Feb 12,
taking the livelihood and dream from Abdul Callek, an industrial
trainee from Bangladesh. He was seriously injured and
hospitalized.
The accident occurred when he was returning home after eating
at the nearby Wa Ryong Market.
Abdul’s motorcycle and a car were racing to cut into the traffic,
and he slipped and fell. He hit a tree on the side of the road. His
internal organs were ruptured and his pelvis and left knee were
smashed up. In addition, both his arms and legs were broken.
Abdul awoke in the hospital and realized that the car driver had
run away. He was operated on, to try to save his liver and spleen
and to have his broken bones reset. Unfortunately, his kidneys
could not be saved.
Abdul is now in Daegu Catholic Hospital and waiting for another
operation. He has not been sleeping well because of the stress
from mounting treatment costs. He has been working for a trade

Members of abolition of discrimination for dissabled persons rush
sit-in rally for enating Discrimination Prohibition Law on the Dissabled
in National Human Rights Commission office, Seoul on May 25, 2004
(photo from Hankyoreh)
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Inside Community
Interview with Bangladesh community leader,

Q
A

Shagor

Could you please tell me about the Bangladesh
community?
We organized our community four years ago. Our
members' number about 200. We help each other
and hold an event on Bangladesh Independence Day
every year.

Q What was the motive for forming the community?
A Without support from others, we could not solve
problems regarding payment, searching for jobs,
Korean attitudes, going to hospital, etc.

Q
A

Q
A

Q
A

Could you tell us about some of your community's
achievements?
I'm proud of my community, which helps people
suffering from disaster and poverty. We visited an
orphanage on New Year's Day. We also conducted
fund raising for the Daegue subway accident, the
North Korea train accident and the tsunami.
Could you tell us about your best and worst
memories regarding the Bangladesh community?
Even though we aren’t always able to provide help,
we are happy to be participating in events. The
hard thing is when we try to help others and
provide goodwill, but they misunderstand our
intentions.
Have you ever tried to join with another community
or do you want to join one?
We would like to join with other communities, but
other communities are not interest in doing so.

Q What's your plan and hope?
A We'd like to visit to help our

country at least once
or twice a year, and we’re going to continue to
help the sick and poor in Korea.

Q

I'm Nguyen, a Vietnamese worker holding E-9 visa. During the legalization of
undocumented migrant workers by the Korean government in last 2003, I had to
go to Vietnam to get the visa. So I had been in Vietnam for a month.
As my visa would be expired on May 17, 2005, I demanded my boss to
estimate my retirement allowance. However, my boss said that he couldn't
comply with my demand. He was thinking I didn't work for a year, because I
was re-employed at the time I came back from Vietnam though I had worked
in the company since 2002. Is it right?

A When you departed to get the visa during the legalization of undocumented
migrant workers, the guiding principal of the Ministry of Labor states that;
"According to additional rules article Ⅱ, clause 2 of Act on Employment
Permit for Foreign Workers, etc (special exception article for undocumented
worker), if an employer who hire undocumented workers file 'a confirmation
document of employment' & 'a employment contract' by the organizations
concerned(MOL) and accepts 'authorization of issuing visa', comes back and
works in the same company (after voluntary departure to accept the
legalization of undocumented migrant workers staying more than 3 years less
than 4 years on the basis of May. 31. 2003. or E-9 visa), it seems that
his/her departure period is a temporary rest period. Therefore the departure
period must be included in working period of duration to estimate retirement
allowance.
But if you and your boss agree that re-entry after departure point of time is
re-join a company, it seems that the departure period is not included in
working period of duration to estimate retirement allowance.
For reference,
How to calculate the staying period for E-9 visa holders as follows :
Entry period April~September 2000 : March 2005 + up to entry date (Visa
expiry date)
Entry period October 2000 ~ March 2001: April 2005 + up to entry date
Entry period April ~ September 2001 : May 2005 + up to entry date
Entry period October 2001 ~ March 2002 : Up to June 2005 + entry date
Entry period April 2002 ~ March 2003 : Up to August 16, 2005
ex) A migrant who entered on November 15, 2000 will be permitted to stay in
Korea until April 15, 2005. AW N
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Q

Could you tell us about how to participate in your
community?
A Call me, Shagor: 011-9323-0161 .
Thank you for the interview.
Even though their life is not easy, the Bangladesh
community tries its best to help others. It is a very
warm hearted community. That makes me feel
shameful. Koreans would greatly benefit from having
them as friends. I wish them happiness and good
health. In the next edition we talk with a Nepalese
AW N
ommunity leader. (by Park Hyo-ju, Staff reporter)AW
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